
 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 

 

Without RD FRESH 

8.50x rise in APC Baseline to Day 1             From 80 to 680 APC 

1.79x rise in APC Day 1 to Day 4                From 680 to 1220 APC 

15.25x rise in APC from Baseline to Day 4  

With RD FRESH 

2.46x rise in APC Baseline to Day 1             From 130 to 320 APC 

3.21x rise in APC Day 1 to Day 4                From 320 to 1030 APC 

7.92x rise in APC from Baseline to Day 4 

 

 

 



 
 

 

INTERPRETATION: 

What the CONTROL REFRIGERATOR shows is a very small rise in bacterial counts - 1.42x rise in 
APC Day 1 to Day 4,  (as expected with the temperature staying below the 40 degree mark).  Also as 
expected, butter, with a much longer natural shelf life than meat, showed no significant change in APC. 
The CONTROL REFRIGERATOR Baseline count must be considered an error either in count (perhaps 
300) or in test protocol (sampled too close to the surface or contaminated by touch).  Most of the 
bacteria proliferation occurs at the outset (day 1) and “treated” or “untreated” any and all foods would 
eventually spoil finally resulting in a similar APC, so it is to be expected that the graph shows a 
convergence as the test moved forward. 

SUMMARY: 

• RD FRESH sample started out with an APC (bacterial count) 1.625x higher (130 to 80) than the 
sample in the refrigerator without RD FRESH. 

• Baseline to day 1 bacteria proliferation is 3.45x (8.5/2.46) higher without RD FRESH than with 
RD FRESH 

• Over a 4 day period, Baseline to day 4 bacteria proliferation is 1.925x higher without RD FRESH 
than with RD FRESH. (15.25/7.92 - the APC without RD FRESH is almost double that of the 
APC with RD FRESH). Tests were concluded on day 4 based on the assumption that no food 
service facility should be keeping ground beef beyond 4 days. 

OF NOTE: 

Though there is no specific corresponding data relating the APC proliferation to percentages of the 
transfer of food odors and food tastes, there is no question that odors and flavor are carried by the 
same moisture molecules that carry the VOC’s (Volatile Organic Compounds – nitrogen, ammonia, 
carbon dioxide, hydrogen sulfide, ethylene) and APC’s (Aerobic Plate Count – bacteria).   

FINAL ANALYSIS: 

Results will vary depending upon conditions present; particular foods, refrigeration temperatures and 
handling procedures, but regardless of those conditions, RD FRESH will in fact keep food fresher, 
longer. 

 

 
 
 
 

 


